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Claim Check User Guide 
 

WELCOME! 

International awards, records and competition in gliding are overseen by the Federation Aeronautique 
Internationale (“FAI”) and its International Gliding Committee (“IGC”). In the 1990s, IGC developed the technical 
standards for GPS flight recording systems in sport aviation – and the rest, as they say, is history! 

 

Claim Check was first developed in 2005 as a simple spreadsheet to “parse” data recorded by IGC-approved 
Flight Recorders. A few years later, it had grown into a series of linked Excel workbooks capable of determining 
the viability of multiple concurrent FAI badge and/or record claims. The current version, Claim Check v2.9, has 
been updated for flights made through 30 September 2019. It is best suited to evaluating flights made since 1 
October 2007, and applies the appropriate SC3 rules based on the date of flight. 

 
Claim Check Technical Notes 

 

• Excel 2007 or 2010 are preferred, and code revisions now make Claim Check viable in 32- and 64-bit 
installations of Excel 2010 and later. Due to display and security features in Excel 2013 and later, 
evaluation time is up to 30% longer. 

• Claim Check optimization is not available for Excel 2003, due to its data handling limitations. 

• A supported version of Excel and Windows Vista, Windows 7 or later must be installed on the host 
computer. Compatibility with Mac OS running Boot Camp, Parallels or similar untested 

• Recommended: PC with a quad core i7 processor & 5 GB ram 

• Minimum: PC with dual-core 1.8 GHz processors & 2 GB ram 

• Screen resolution should be at least 1280 x 720 

• Claim Check workbooks MUST remain in the same folder, and – 

– Macros must be enabled 

– For full utility, Claim Check must be on “live system” media - a USB device, SD card or hard drive 

– To save electronic PDF copies of Claim Check pages, the host computer must – 

(1) have a printer installed (not necessarily connected); and 
(2) be running Excel 2007 with Service Pack 2 or Excel 2010 or later 

– When using Excel 2003 and Claim Check versions prior to 1.15, print copies are the only option to 
save Claim Check pages. When using Excel 2003 and Claim Check v 1.15 or later, an electronic 
copy in MS Word is an added option, if this program is installed on the host computer. 
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Abbreviations Used in Claim Check and/or this Guide 
 

FAI 

 
 
 

FR 

 
 

GFAC 

 
 
 

IGC 

 
 
 

NAC 

 
 

OO 

 
 
 

PR 

 
 
 

SC3 

“Federation Aeronautique Internationale” – the organization overseeing awards,  
records and competition in a wide  variety  of  airsports  world-wide.  FAI  is comprised 
of representatives from FAI member countries. http://www.fai.org 

 
An IGC-approved GNSS (“GPS”) Flight Recorder. The complete list, model-specific 

approval documents and further information available at the IGC link listed below. 

 
“GNSS Flight Recorder Approval Committee” – the IGC entity responsible for drafting, 
publishing and determining compliance the IGC Technical Specification for GPS-based 
recording devices. Chairman’s website http://www.ukiws.demon.co.uk/GFAC 

 
“International Gliding Commission” – the FAI committee responsible for drafting and 
publishing the rules and procedures governing FAI awards, records  and  competition  
in gliding. http://www.fai.org/gliding 

 
“National  Airsport  Control”  –   the  organization  responsible   for  the  administration  
of FAI programs in a country represented in FAI. Certain of an NAC’s “sporting powers” 
may be delegated to an affiliate that specializes in a particular airsport. 

 

“Official Observer(s)” – the person or people responsible for providing the pre- and/or 
post-flight supervision required for submission of an FAI award or record claim. 
Specifics are provided in SC3, Chapter 4. 

 
“Position Recorder” – an NAC-approved GPS recorder viable for FAI Silver or Gold 
Badge level achievements. Country-specific approval documents and further 
information available at the IGC website. 

 
The current edition of FAI Sporting Code Section 3 rules pertaining to gliding. 
Substantial changes generally involve a 2-year review process; approval of new rules 
takes place at a regularly scheduled Spring IGC meeting and they become  effective  
the following October first. 

 
Annex C The “Official Observer & Pilot Guide,” a supplement to SC3 containing 
guidance, advice and recommended procedures for FAI awards and records. 

 

SC General Section The current edition of the FAI Sporting Code, as it applies to all FAI  

airsports. Each numbered “Section” is a sub-set of rules developed to 

address a particular airsport under the FAI umbrella. 
 

“SC3” , “Annex C” or “SC General Section”, followed by numbers, refers to a specific paragraph in 
the current version of the cited document. All are available online at the IGC website. 

http://www.fai.org/
http://www.ukiws.demon.co.uk/GFAC
http://www.fai.org/gliding
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IGC files gathered from public-record sources over a period of years were evaluated by 

Claim Check to create the screen shots shown in this guide. The flights are real, but pilot 

name and aircraft ID have been changed, as you’ll see... 
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Introduction to Claim Check 

 
Claim Check analyzes IGC file data for FAI Class D (glider & motor glider) Badge and Record eligibility and 
checks compliance with Sporting Code rules ("SC3"). For these purposes, file security must be verified and an 
initial review by evaluation software is recommended to (1) confirm release time; and (2) check for potential 
issues involving charted military airspace and civilian airspace. 

 
 

Once the user provides basic information and chooses the data file for import, Claim Check automatically 
performs a comprehensive evaluation - it "knows" one flight can yield multiple types of soaring performances 
and it evaluates each to Sporting Code standards. 

 
 

IMPORTANT FEATURES 
 
 

Evaluation the easy way With the addition of the “Free Me” option for evaluating Free Records, Claim 
Check evaluates all distance task variants possible for badges and records done since 1 October 2009, applying 
the Sporting Code rules in effect on the date of flight. No manual calculations are needed to find gain of height, 
Loss of  Height, the optimal Finish Fix or “Official  Distance” – Claim Check does this  automatically. 

 

Accurate Altitude Calcs For flights recorded by IGC-approved Flight Recorder, you’ll be asked for 
calibration data only if it’s needed to resolve a close call in gain of height, loss of height or US en route airspace 
issues. Claim Check “knows” that as of 1 October 2012, GPS altitudes recorded by NAC-approved Position 
Recorder – with use of a 100-metre “margin” – are accepted for FAI Silver and Gold badge claims. 

 

Declaration Analysis The  user  specifies   whether  to  evaluate  the  flight  using  the  electronic 
declaration, a written declaration, a Free record task or – in situations described in SC3 Annex C – a “custom” 
combination. The table at page 20 shows how declaration type and validity influence Claim Check results. 

 

User-Friendly Format 
Screen 1. ALL CLAIMS 

 
 

This is the main page for  
data entry by the user. Red 
text draws attention to the 
information needed; drop- 
down lists simplify the 
process. 

 

Default units may  be  metric 
or per “USA Default” or be 
user-defined. 

Claim Check reviews an FR-recorded flight and its electronic declaration: 

 
 
 
 

When the “All CLAIMS” page is completed, click on the glider symbol and preliminary evaluation is done 
within 8 to 12 seconds… 
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Screen 2. DATA ENTRY CHECK 
 

At right, the user has confirmed the 
calculated release time and can check 
the electronic declaration. 

A click on the glider icon activates a 
screensaver and Claim Check’s second 
data parse. 4 to 10 seconds are required 
for altitude & duration claims. 15 to 40 
seconds are needed for  declared  
tasks,  and  Free  tasks  may   require 
up to 60 seconds. 

 

 
Screen 3. For a DECLARED TASK 

 
Calculated   Turn   Point   order   must 
be confirmed or  corrected  before 
Claim Check can (1) find the best Finish 
Fix for Distance via Up to 3 Turn Points; 

and (2) verify that its location doesn’t 
invalidate the last Turn Point achieved. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Screen 3. For FREE TASKS 
 

All task variants are checked, with 
consideration of Loss of Height 
issues. (See another example at 
page 12) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

NOTE: For both types of task, a click on the glider symbol opens the CLAIM CHECK SUMMARY. 
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Screen 4. CLAIM CHECK SUMMARY (Declared Task shown below. A Free Task would be similar but, due 
to differences in badge and record rules, only Free Record distance tasks would be shown.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DETAILS 
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Screen 5: at the Claim Check page, a click on "Details" takes you to this Worksheet. 
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Screen 6: CLAIM CHECK EVALUATION NOTES (Declared Task) See page 13 for details 
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Evaluating Position Recorder Data Files 

Claim Check has been tested on Position Recorder (“PR”) files generated by (1) FlyWithCE, NAC-approved for 
use in Australia, Canada, Germany, the UK and the US; these record only satellite altitudes; and (2) FLARM, 
NAC-approved for use in Australia, France and Germany; these record pressure and satellite altitudes. 

 
 

At Claim Check’s “ALL CLAIMS” screen…  

Select WRITTEN as the declaration Type. (This is required for all flights recorded by PR.) 

As usual, DATA ENTRY CHECK is the next screen you’ll see, but… 

… at upper left, you’ll see “PR File” in place of “FR & Serial #” 

… if the PR did not record pressure altitudes, the user is reminded to check SC3 Chapter 2 or 

3 for the applicable barograph calibration requirements 

 
 

 
 

The Claim Check Summary and Evaluation Notes will be similar to those shown at pages 6 & 7, except: 

1. If the PR does not record pressure altitude, satellite altitudes are displayed, and the user is referred to 
SC3 to determine the appropriate time period for barograph calibration.* 

2. FAI Badge eligibility is shown only at Silver & Gold Badge levels; check with your NAC to determine 
whether the flight qualifies for any NAC-sponsored award program 

 
 

* NOTE 1 (FOR PR-RECORDED FLIGHTS MADE BEFORE 1 OCTOBER 2012): When NAC approval requires a 
separate barograph to record pressure altitudes, altitudes cited by Claim Check are not authoritative. An OO 
familiar with barograph analysis procedures must evaluate the flight barogram to determine both gain of height 
and loss of height, as applicable to the FAI claim. 

 
* NOTE 2 (FOR PR-RECORDED FLIGHTS MADE ON OR AFTER 1 OCTOBER 2012): Satellite altitudes ARE 
authoritative, subject to the provisions of SC3 rules. 
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Set Up Options for Repeated Use 
 
 

 

Option One: Use ‘DATA MANAGER’ a utility available at http://badgeflight.com/downloads.html ; this provides 
the simplest way store Way Points for future use in written declarations. 

 

Select the database you wish to use from the World Wide Turn Point Exchange, http://soaringweb.org/TP. 
Download a file formatted for import in a comma separated format: 

 

1. Select the Way Point area you want and click on this line: 

 
2. Select and download the comma separated listing of Way Points: 

 
 

3. Open ‘Data Manager’, and select the ‘target’ location where you want to add Way Points. (Workbook ‘D’ will 
open and display any Way Points already store there.) 

 

4. Follow on-screen instructions to open the WWTPE database and select Way Points to add. (Bear in mind, 
Workbook ‘D’ can store a total of 25 Way Points. 

 
 

Option Two: Open Workbook ‘D’, enter Way Points manually and save for future use 

1. If  Claim  Check  is closed: use Excel to open workbook ‘D’ 

2.  If Claim Check is open: at ALL CLAIMS, select “written” as the declaration type. When the declaration 

form opens, choose  the coordinate format  and  click “Yes” when asked “Add Saved  Way Points?” 
 

Using either method, here’s how 10 Way Points look when saved in Workbook ‘D’ 
 

Workbook ‘D’ provides for these time-saving options only when the Claim Check folder is saved on 
“live system” media, NOT a CD or DVD that requires data to be “burned” to it. 

CREATE A WAY POINT DATABASE Simplify data entry for written declarations 

http://badgeflight.com/downloads.html
http://soaringweb.org/TP
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Save Calibration Data for one or up to 10 Devices that record Pressure Altitude 

 

When current calibration data for a given FR or PR is saved in Workbook ‘D’, each Claim Check analysis of any 

flight recorded by that device will automatically include corrections for instrument error, as shown in calibration 

data. Claim Check ‘knows’ that as of 1 October 2013, calibration is required every 5 years and prior to that, it was 

required every 2 years; in either case, Claim Check will advise if the stored calibration is not valid on the date the 
flight was made. 

 
 

Use a text editor to open a data file and check the "A" record - the very FIRST text line. 
Tip: change fonts if necessary to  distinguish an "O" from a zero, or an "L" from the number 1. Examples: 

ALXNCLOFLIGHT:1 = LXN flight recorder, Serial # CLO ... that’s the letter “O” not a 0 (zero) 
 

… With no other Claim Check workbook open, use computer controls to locate your “CC” or “CK” folder, open it 

and select Workbook D. When it opens, click on the “Calibration” tab, then - 

 Follow on-screen directions to enter all pairs of “Lab” and “FR” altitudes tested at calibration. 

 Double-check your figures – then click on the glider to save. 

 
Here’s Workbook D’s Calibration page, with one set of calibration figures open for review: 

 
 

 

 
TIP: When Sporting Code rule changes require major revisions to Claim Check, save your ‘old’ Claim Check 
folder and use the DATA MANAGER utility to copy calibration data from it to the newer version of Workbook ‘D’. 
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Session Options for the Current Evaluation 
 
 

Whenever the ALL CLAIMS tab is visible: 
 

Given the 500 column limit in earlier versions of Excel, this option is available only in the “CC” Claim Check suite 
for Excel 2007 and later. 

 
Claim Check calculates all four Free tasks in one “Free Me” evaluation and - as usual - it applies the SC3 rules in 
effect on the date of flight: 

 
 

A 300-km minimum for all 3-Turn Point Triangles was in effect from 1993 until 1 October 2014, and a Finish Sector 
was permitted for flights made before 1 October 2015. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Notes on “optimization” in general: 
 

 In contrast to Claim Check, some software does not ‘optimize’ closed courses as SC3 has required 
since 1 October 2009. As a result, distances cited by that software tend to be over-stated. 

 

 Different software brands use different ‘optimization’ methods. One popular brand of graphic software 
found no Free FAI Triangle for the flight above, and it credited 87 km for Free Distance via Up to 3TP 
– fully 7 km less than credited by Claim Check. 

 

 For record claims: when possible, use two different programs to ‘optimize’ a flight. If one yields a longer 
distance, use task-editing features in the other program to verify the longer distance can actually be 
credited. 

Free Tasks Select “FREE ME” as the declaration type at the “ALL CLAIMS” page 
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NOTE: As of 1 October 2018, written declarations are valid only for Silver or Gold claims 

NOTE: Written Declaration time must use the time zone selected at the “ALL CLAIMS” page 
 

When used to define the task for  
an FAI Free Record, declaration 
date and time need not be entered 
and both pilot name and aircraft ID 
are read from the IGC file. 

 
Note: Way Points need not be 
listed for Altitude or Duration 
claims. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
At right, saved Way Points have 
been transferred into the form and 
these may also be edited as 
needed to match the actual pre- 

flight declaration. 
 

Note: Permanent changes to the 
Way Point database must be done 
in Workbook D or by clicking on 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Flawed pilot and/or aircraft data in 
the electronic declaration for any 
Silver or Gold Badge claim may be 
remedied by listing the correct 
information in the  form shown at 
right. Certification by an Official 
Observer is required. 

  
 

Written Declarations Select “Written” Declaration Type at the “ALL CLAIMS” page 

View or Edit Saved Way Points 

“Custom” Declarations Select “CUSTOM” Declaration Type at the “ALL CLAIMS” page 
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Whenever the    Verify Task  tab is visible: 

 

 
 

EXAMPLE 1: At right, the user’s 
amended order is inconsistent with 
IGC file data. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXAMPLE   2:   This is the same flight 
as above, but the amended Turn Point 
order is confirmed by Claim Check, so 
its “Calculated Use Order” as left  has 

been updated accordingly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Applicable only when the recording device is (1) an FR; or (2) a PR that incorporates an electronic barograph and 
current calibration for the device has not already been entered in Workbook ‘D’, as described at page 9. 

 
If a NOTE at the Claim Check 
Summary page advises calibration is 
needed, click on the “Calibration” tab 
to access the page shown at right. 
Enter data and return to the Claim 

Check page for re-calculated results. 
 

The user-entered calibration figures 
at right show data entry for a high 
point recorded above 11,910’ MSL 
but below 13,890’ MSL 

Amend Turn Point Use Order Select this option at the “Verify Task” page 

ENTER CALIBRATION DATA Click on the “Calibration” tab 
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Claim Check Evaluation Notes appear, similar to those shown at page 7. 
 

Before Claim Check v1.15, a PDF copy was the only electronic document option, and Excel limitations required 
that (1) Adobe Reader is installed; (2) a printer installed (not necessarily connected); and (3) you are using Excel 
2007 with Service Pack 2 installed or Excel 2010. With Claim Check v 1.15, electronic document options are 
expanded as indicated in [1] below… 

 

[1] Save Electronic Copy Using Claim Check v 1.15 or later:  
 
Depending on the host computer, a PDF or XPS copy is saved to the desktop or a Word document is 
saved to the default documents folder. Use document controls to name & save the results. 

 

[2] Save as PDF Using earlier versions of Claim Check:  
 

… If the data file is in a write- 
enabled folder on (1) the hard 
drive; or (2) a “live system” USB 
device or similar media, the PDF 
can be saved in the  same 
location as the data file. 

 
… If the data file is (1) in a read- 
only folder; or (2) on a CD/DVD 
that requires data to be  ‘burned’ 
to it; or (3) on write-protected 
media, the PDF copy MUST be 
saved to ‘C:\Users\Public”. 

 

Print and Screen Shot options for any edition of Excel:  
 

-- if a printer is installed, you can use Claim Check’s “send to the printer” option at the “PRINT THIS” page. If 
the default printer is not connected, the 2-page document will be sent to its print queue. 

-- with or without a printer installed, you can use Claim Check “tabs” to navigate to any available page, then 

use Windows controls to create and save screen shots. 

SAVE / PRINT RESULTS Click on the glider icon at the “CLAIM CHECK SUMMARY” 
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Data Entry & Display Defaults 

 
GENERAL Drop-Down Boxes Click on the arrow and highlight your selection 

 Other Data Entry Type your response, then hit “enter.”  In written declarations, decimal 
minutes (“mmm”) must be preceded by a decimal point eg:  .765  

 
DATES Please use one of the following formats: (each represents 4 June 2012) 

06/04/2012 6/4/2012 6/4/12 
04-JUN-2012 4-JUN-2012 4-JUN-12 

 
Month abbreviations : JAN MAR MAY JUL SEP NOV 

 FEB APR JUN AUG OCT DEC 

Where CLAIM CHECK cites a date, it is always shown “DD - MMM – YYYY” (e.g. 4-JUN-2012) 

 
TIMES Per the user’s selection at ALL CLAIMS, data entry may be in UTC or LOCAL time. 

In the Claim Check Summary, all times are displayed in UTC 

 
UNITS Specify feet or metres as the units for entering elevation data. In either case- 

 Absolute Altitude and Gain of Height are displayed in both metres and feet; 
 Distance is displayed in both kilometers and statute miles 
 Speed is displayed for Closed Courses only, in both "km/h" and "mph" 

 
MESSAGES Claim Check generates messages of three types: 

 

Alert Advises when airspace, night flight and other issues need to be checked before claim approval: 
 

 A “Time Alert” is generated when the takeoff roll begins before sunrise or the landing roll 
ends after sunset time UTC, as calculated by an agency of the US government; check 
official times in the country concerned. 

 
 A “Data Alert” is generated when a data file has been amended by download software or FR 

firmware and, although the file may pass security, certain required lines are missing or include 
“Source Code” indicating post-flight amendment of pilot and/or aircraft data. 

 
 US Default only: An “Airspace Alert” indicates flight at or above the 18,000’ MSL “floor” of 

Class A airspace. ATC authorization is required in this airspace Type, which exists over the 
entire Continental US. 

 

NOTE 

 

 
ERROR 

An issue which may affect one or more claims sought for the flight; check the cited reference in 

SC3 to determine applicability. 

 
A flaw potentially affecting all claims sought for the flight. 

Example: The last declaration made before takeoff lacks one or more required items. 
This is a fatal flaw for International Records. For others, see SC3 and Annex C. 

 

Any message described above should be further researched by - 

 
(1) double-checking user-entered items for accuracy 

(2) performing a second review using analysis software with graphic & mapping options 

(3) inspecting both the IGC file and claim related documents 
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Claim Check FAQ 

 

Q 1 Where can I find the elevation of the takeoff or landing site? 

 Airport elevations are shown on aeronautical charts and in print or online aviation guides. For other sites 
at known coordinates, zoom in on satellite imagery from an online source such as Google Earth. 

 
Q 2 Do I need to select the time zone? 

 If unsure, you may select UTC but… in this case, both release time confirmation/correction and – if a 

written declaration was used – declaration time must also be entered in UTC. 

 
Q 3 Early in the analysis, why is takeoff (landing) time replaced by “First Data Pt” (“Last Data Pt”)? 

 This may reflect (1) flawed data entry for takeoff or landing site elevations; or (2) data recording began 
or ended with the glider in motion. 

 
Q 4 What if the FR or PR was turned on in flight, or it was turned off or failed in flight? 

 An experienced NAC-appointed Data Analyst should review the data file, checking to see whether 
recorded data is sufficient to prove the soaring performance claimed. 

 
Q 5 Can I evaluate a distance flight when Claim Check reports the declaration is invalid? 

 Yes - see “Solving Problems” #1 a – c and consult your NAC for guidance on claim eligibility. 

 
Q 6 Why do I get an error message when I try to correct the calculated release time? 

 You may accidentally have listed a release time before takeoff or after landing, or – in the case of a 

motor glider – at a time when recorded data shows the means of propulsion was generating thrust. For a 

motor glider flight, the corrected release time must be within one minute of calculated release time. 

 
Q 7 Why do I get an error message when evaluating an IGC file generated by See You Mobile? 

 See You Mobile is one of several programs that amend recorded data, resulting in a file inconsistent with 
the IGC File Format. In some cases, such a file includes a task that wasn’t entered in the device that 
recorded the flight. Claim Check can evaluate the file, but will not list FAI award eligibility. 

 
Q 8 My laptop meets the minima outlined in page 1 “Technical Notes,” so why does the glider logo 

page disappear during Claim Check’s final distance calculations? 

 If the logo disappears for more than 2 or 3 seconds, it’s probable Excel has been slowed by a program 
running in the background. Normal behaviour returns once the “Verify Task” or “Free Me” page appears. 

 
Q 9 How is my flight duration stated in the Claim Check Summary? 
 

 As of 1 October 2017, there is no Loss of Height limit on duration claims. So, for flights made on or after 
this date, duration is time at the end of the landing roll minus release time.  

 For earlier flights: When the flight exceeds 5 hours from release to landing, Claim Check finds the Finish 
Fix that yields at least the 5 hours required for Silver/Gold duration, with the minimum Loss of Height. 
This calculation is geared toward avoiding a disqualifying penalty. See pre-2017 editions of SC3  

 
Q 10 Why do Claim Check Summary altitudes differ from FR-recorded pressure altitudes? 

 This most often reflects the difference between “raw” data and altitude corrected for non-standard 
conditions, as described at page 22. A difference of more than 100m (300 feet) may indicate flawed  
data entry for (a) takeoff and landing site elevations; and/or (b) calibration figures. 
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Q 11 Claim Check lists my Turn Points in the order achieved, but the time at the last one isn’t the 
same as shown in graphic evaluation software. Is this a mistake? 

 No mistake. At the last Turn Point, Claim Check’s time marks the last fix  in – or ground track  through - 
the Turn Point OZ; at earlier Turn Point(s), it cites the time of first OZ entry. This has to do with the way 
Claim Check handles instances when a Turn Point was skipped or used out of declared order. 

 
Q 12   Why doesn’t the “Claim Check Summary” list my Start and Finish Times? 

 One flight can give rise to multiple types of performances – each using different criteria for the Start & 
Finish times and altitudes. A click on the “See Details” button shows how each performance has been 

calculated, using the Start & Finish combination best for each claim. 

 
Q 13 Why is my distance and/or closed course speed shown differently than in evaluation software? 

 First, Claim Check determines the best possible “Official distance.” Then, for Speed credit, Claim Check 
looks for the Start and Finish options that avoid a disqualifying Loss of Height penalty and yield the 
shortest possible on-course time over the “Official Distance.” 

 
NOTE: Using any evaluation method, a manual review of graphic data is needed to see if either of  the  
following can be credited: (1) a Start Line crossing or Start OZ exit other than the last one; (2) a Finish Line 
crossing or Finish OZ entry other than the first one. See also Solving Problems #2b. 

 

Q 14 The Claim Check Summary refers to “task variant” Loss of Height and Cylinder Corrections. 
What do these Notes mean? 

 A Note referring to “task variant” Loss of Height means Claim Check considered Start and Finish 

options, and at least one is subject to a Loss of Height penalty. See SC3 Chapter 2 or 3, as applicable 
 

 The Note referring to “Cylinder Corrections” means at least one declared Turn Point was achieved only by 

Cylinder  OZ, resulting  in corrections  per SC3. 

 
In either case, at the Claim Check Summary, click "Details" to see how corrections were applied. 

 
Q 15 Graphic software shows my ground track over the task as declared, so why does Claim Check come 
up with a different Turn Point use order? 

 
 This may occur when the glider enters and departs one Turn Point OZ before and after another Turn  

Point was achieved. (Ridge runners often do this!) This can be remedied at the “Verify Task” page,  
where the user must confirm or correct Claim Check’s calculated Turn Point order. 

 

In the unlikely event that this does not solve the problem, an ERROR message indicates Turn  Point 
Order can’t be confirmed. Use close-up views in  graphic  evaluation  software  to  confirm  each Way 
Point claimed was properly achieved; if so, see Solving Problems #2b. 
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Solving Problems 
 
 

1. Electronic declaration is invalid  
 

a.) Pilot and/or aircraft data is 
missing, or too many TPs 
were declared, and there was 
no written declaration 

 

i. FAI SILVER/GOLD CLAIMS: 
n 

select “Custom” declaration type 
and enter pilot & aircraft data. 

 
ii. OTHER FLIGHTS:  proceed 
as in “(a) i ” above; consult your 
NAC for award eligibility. 

 
 
 

 
(a) Software/Firmware Flaws 

 

“Source Code” and required “H” 
records missing from an .igc file 
lead to Data Alerts. These flaws 
can be caused by (1) the 
software used for download or (2) 
an FR in need of a firmware 
update. 

 

Either problem will invalidate any 
World Record claim. For others 
claims, consult your NAC. 

 
 

 
(b) The written declaration 

was not last before takeoff. 

i. FAI  CLAIMS USING  AN FR: 
d 

select electronic or custom as 
the declaration Type. 

i. FAI  CLAIMS USING  A PR: 
A valid pre-flight written 
declaration is required. 

ii. OTHER FLIGHTS: Click the  
OTHER tab and change the 
declaration date and time to 1 

second before takeoff time. 

Click the .ALL CLAIMS  tab, the 

 

Click the .ALL CLAIMS  tab an 
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Problem 2: Instances that require an edited working copy of the original IGC data file 
 
 

 

(a) One data file includes multiple flights (not typical of FRs IGC approved after October 2000) 
 

SOLUTION: Create a working copy of the original data file (See next page) and use graphic evaluation 

software to find the UTC takeoff and landing times for the flight to be evaluated. Then – 

o Open the working copy in a text editing program 

o Highlight and delete B records recorded (a) more than 10 fixes before the proper takeoff time; 
and (b) more than 10 fixes after the proper landing time. 

 

Save the amended working copy and use it for Claim Check evaluation; label the ORIGINAL data file 

and the pertinent WORKING COPY and submit both with any Badge or record claim. 
 

(b) A detailed analysis is needed to address unusual claims, such as - 

 
 a Speed claim with multiple “laps” around a declared course (e.g. 100 km triangle speed); or 

 a Speed claim relies on a Start other than the last one and/or a Finish other than the first one; or 

 rare instances when: a Turn Point order ERROR message persists and the data file includes more 
than 10,000 fixes and the glider was never within 40 km (24.8 sm) of one or more Turn Points 

 

SOLUTION: Create a working copy of the original data file (see next page), open it in graphic evaluation 

software and write down the UTC fix times at events you want Claim Check to re-evaluate. Then, 

o Open the working copy in a text editing program such as “Notepad” 

o highlight and delete any fixes NOT wanted for evaluation; verify that the Working Copy includes 
the fixes you do want evaluated plus - 

 

– all fixes recorded from the time the recorder was turned on through and including the first 5 
fixes recorded immediately after release or MoP stop 

 

– 5 fixes before and after the fix time at each event you want Claim Check to re-evaluate; 
 

– landing and, if possible, 10 fixes recorded after landing 
 

Save the amended working copy and use it for Claim Check evaluation; label the ORIGINAL data file and 

the pertinent WORKING COPY and submit both with any Badge or record claim, advising the NAC of the 
analysis method used. 

 

The example on the next page shows editing that forces Claim Check to evaluate a Start Line crossing other 
than the last one. 

 NEVER EDIT THE ORIGINAL DATA FILE! 

This will invalidate the data file, rendering it ineligible for any FAI Badge or record. 
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Choose fixes of interest by UTC TIME 

the first six characters after the “B” 

after 17:50:12 

Open the original data file in a text editing program such as “Notepad.” Assign the file a DIFFERENT FILE NAME and save it 
as an “.igc” file in ANSI format. This ensures the original IGC file remains unchanged. 

 
 
 
 
 

TEMPTED TO PRINT THE DATA FILE? 
The sample file includes 7908 fixes 

and would by 147 pages long! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Using graphic evaluation software, the user found a Start Line crossing at 17:49:47 would remedy a Loss of Height issue 
that would otherwise invalidate a speed claim. Below, the WORKING COPY has been edited to focus on this, rather than 
the last (too high) Start at 17:50:50. The key: deleting “B” records that should NOT be evaluated – in this case, fixes 
recorded and   before 17:50:55 UTC 

 

ABOVE FILE UNEDITED TO THIS POINT 
B1749263911756N11944585WA0289003090033024 

B1749273911749N11944564WA0289003090033032 

B1749323911716N11944459WA0288703090033034 

B1749373911689N11944350WA0288403080033034 

B1749423911661N11944244WA0288103080033034 

B1749473911624N11944141WA0287603070033030 Start Line time found using graphic software 
B1749523911574N11944043WA0286103050033036 

B1749573911505N11943944WA0284303030033040 

B1750023911434N11943849WA0284903050033034 

B1750073911373N11943761WA0285203050033030 

B1750123911314N11943668WA0284603040033030 5 fixes after Start to be evaluated 

B1750553911378N11943672WA0322103370000034 First fix AFTER the last Start, which was too high  
B1751003911254N11943685WA0322103370033050 

B1751103911259N11943797WA0324303400000036 

REMAINDER OF FILE UNEDITED 
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Claim Check Evaluation Details 
 
 
 

 

Claim Check Declaration & Display Protocols 
 Highlighted items: certain claims are possible if consistent with NAC policy  

 

Declaration  Type & Status 
Controlling Declaration 

in Claim Check 

 

Calculated Results Displayed in Claim Check  Summary Badge / Record 

Eligibility 

IF NO ERROR 

or ALERT 

MESSAGE 

If an Electronic 

Declaration was 

made… 

and a Written 

Declaration was 

made… 

 
Pilot & Aircraft 

 
Task 

 

Absolute Altitude 

/ Altitude Gain 

 

Badge Duration 

Solo Only 

 
Official Distance 

Closed Course 

Speed 

(if applicable) 

 

Pre-Flight 
 

(NONE MADE) 
 

Electronic 
 

Electronic 

 

 


 

 


 

 


 

 


 

 


 

Pre-Flight 
 

Pre-Flight 
Last before 

takeoff 

Last before 

takeoff 

 

 


 

 


 

 


 

 


 

 


None, in- or 

Post-flight 

 

Pre-Flight 
 

Written 
 

Written 

 

 


 

 


 

 


 

 


 

 


None, in- or 

Post-flight 

 

(NONE MADE) 
 

FR Data File 
 

NONE 

 

 


 

 


Straight Distance 

ONLY 

 

N/A 
 

Badge Only 

 

with missing or 

incorrect Pilot or 

Aircraft data 

 

Pre-Flight 
Last before 

takeoff 

Last before 

takeoff 

 

 


 

 


 

 


 

 


 

 


(NONE MADE) CUSTOM ELECTRONIC Invalid for FAI World Record    Other award(s) at NAC Discretion 

 
FREE RECORD 

CLAIM 

 
 
 
 

N/A 

 
 

FR Data File 

Written post- 

flight 

or “Free Me” 

 

 
 
 

 


 

 
 
 

 


 

 
 
 

 


 
 

Tagged for Straight Distance or 

Free Record only; Badge altitude 

& duration claims possible for solo 

flights only 
"FREE" CLAIM 

with Pilot or 

Aircraft 

missing/incorrect 

 
 

CUSTOM 

Written post- 

flight 

or "Free Me” 

 
Invalid for FAI World Record 

Other award(s) at NAC Discretion 
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Options shown in red below are the only ones viable for flights made on or after 1 October 2015 

 

Task Scenarios Claim Check Evaluates 

Course Type 
Start 

Options 

Turn 

Point(s) 
Finish Options Loss of Height Options 

 

Goal or Closed Course: 

Straight Distance to a Goal 

Diamond Goal 

Out & Return Distance 

Triangle Distance 

Out & Return Speed 

Triangle Speed 

 
 
 

At the declared 

Start Point: 

Start Line 

1km Start Sector 

 
 
 

At declared 

Turn Point(s): 

Sector OZ 

Cylinder OZ 

 
 
 

At the declared 

Finish Point: 

Finish Line 

1km Finish Sector 

 

Start Line - Finish Line 

Last Start OZ exit - First Finish OZ entry 

Last Start Line - First Finish OZ entry 

Last Start OZ exit - First Finish Line 

Lowest Start OZ - First Finish Line 

Lowest Start OZ - First Finish OZ entry 

Last Start Line - Highest Finish OZ 

Last Start OZ - Highest Finish OZ 

 
 

Other Courses: 

Straight Distance 

Distance Using Up to 3 Turn 

Points 

 
 
 

Release 

OR 

At the declared 

Start Point: 

Start Line 

Start Sector 

 
 
 
 
 

Sector OZ 

Cylinder OZ 

 

Finish Fix 

Landing 

OR 

At the declared Finish 

Point: 

Finish Line 

Finish Sector 

As above, plus (as applicable): 
Release - First Finish OZ entry 

Release - Finish Line 
Release - Finish Fix 

Release - Highest Finish OZ 
Release - Landing 

Start Line - Finish Fix 
Last Start OZ exit - Finish Fix 

Start Line - Landing 
Last Start OZ exit - Landing 

Free Closed Courses: 

Free Out & Return Distance 

Free Triangle Distance 

 
 

Fix 

 
 

Fix 

At the Start Fix: 
Finish Line 

1km Finish Sector 

 

Start Fix - Finish Line 

Start Fix - Finish OZ entry 

Start Fix - Highest Finish OZ 

Other Free Courses: 

Free Straight Distance 

Free Distance / Up to 3 Turn Pts 

 
 

Fix 

 
 

Fix 

 
 

Fix 

 
 

Start Fix - Finish Fix 



 
 

 

 

 

1. When pressure altitudes are recorded by an IGC-approved FR or an NAC-approved PR 

At page 13, instrument error in pressure altitude varied from 0 to 110 feet (0 to 33 m) in a lab-induced standard atmosphere. Outside the lab, however, 
non-standard conditions often yield greater errors. For example: when corrected for instrument error, pressure altitude “baselines” recorded at US 
soaring sites’ published field elevations may be understated by up to 100 feet (30 m), or over-stated by up to 300 feet (91 m). One flight encompassing 
both extremes is highly unlikely, but non-standard conditions are both common and variable  in soaring.  In  an  effort  to  improve  accuracy,  Claim 
Check always corrects pressure altitudes for non-standard conditions, using a method similar to that described in SC3 Annex C. 

 

 

NOTE: When recorded remote from the takeoff and landing site(s) in terms of either or both time and/or distance, pressure altitude at 
pertinent points may require a more detailed manual review, using an independent source of airmass pressure data and ICAO tables. 

 

2. When pressure altitude is not recorded by an NAC-Approved PR 

In this case, all altitudes cited by Claim Check are satellite altitudes, and both Loss of Height and Altitude gain are based solely on recorded   

data; neither the “Calibration” page nor its tab is displayed. 

Until 1 October 2012: PR users were required to carry a stand-alone barograph to record pressure altitudes. An OO familiar with barograph analysis 

procedures must evaluate the flight barogram to determine both gain of height and loss of height, as applicable to the FAI claim. 
 

On or after 1 October 2012: A stand-alone barograph is not required; gain and loss of height are subject to a 100-m "margin" applied as directed by 
SC3 rules in effect on the date of flight. 
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HOW CLAIM CHECK CALCULATES IN-FLIGHT PRESSURE ALTITUDES 

When no calibration data entered: Claim Check first compares recorded pre- and post-flight “baseline” data to the user-specified 
field elevation(s) at takeoff and landing site(s). Then, pertinent in-flight altitudes are corrected for the apparent non-standard pressure 
error at the nearer of (1) take off time; or (2) landing time. 

When current calibration data for the recording device used has not been saved in Workbook ‘D’, 
Claim Check prompts for entry of calibration data if correction as above yields a gain or loss of height 

within 300 feet (100 m) of an SC3 minimum or maximum 

When calibration data IS entered: Claim Check interpolates to correct for instrument error at the pre- and post-flight “baselines” 
and each in-flight Fix pertinent to the claim(s). The corrected pre- and post-flight “baselines” are then compared to user-specified 
takeoff and landing site elevation(s) and the adjusted corrections for non-standard pressure are applied to in-flight altitudes. 
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Claim Check Updates 

 
Beginning with v 1.1, Claim Check opens and – if you’re already online – Excel imports the current 

Claim Check version number from http://www.badgeflight.com . If yours isn’t the current version, you’ll 

see an update reminder at the lower right of the “All Claims” page: 
 

 

If you see this notice or you are rarely online when you open Claim Check, 
go to http://www.badgeflight.com and check the Change Log to see what’s new. 

 

– Claim Check does NOT update automatically – 

 

  To Update Your Version of Claim Check  
 

1. Backup your existing version of Claim Check by moving its parent folder to a different 
directory or to memory media. This backup copy remains useable and may be re- named 
to avoid confusion; DO NOT rename individual workbooks! 

2. In general. updating will require replacing ALL workbooks in the parent folder. Go to 
http://www.badgeflight.com/downloads  and… 

 

On your computer, click “Shift” and then “F5” in the top row of the keyboard. This is 
necessary to ensure the next step completes correctly;  

 Download the folder appropriate to your edition of Excel 

 Extract the zipped contents to a drive or directory that's NOT where your backup 
folder is located. DO NOT select the option to create a new folder. 

 If necessary, use ‘WAY POINT MANAGER’ to  transfer  user  saved Way Points 
and calibration data from your archived copy of Claim Check to the newly updated 
version. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.badgeflight.com/
http://www.badgeflight.com/
http://www.badgeflight.com/downloads

